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 The Illinois Solar Energy Association (the “ISEA”), by and through its undersigned 

counsel, respectfully submits its Reply Brief on Exceptions in this proceeding pursuant to 

Section 200.830 of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) Rules of Procedure.  

 The ISEA generally supports the Distributed Generation Installer Certification Rules as 

set forth in the Proposed Second Notice Order (the “PSNO Rules”) in this docket. The PSNO 

Rules are well-calculated to implement the General Assembly’s legislative goal of fostering the 

development of distributed generation in Illinois, comply with the requirements of Section 16-

128A of the Illinois Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. (the “PUA”), and help in the 

creation of many new jobs in the distributed generation industry. Further comments of the ISEA 

are as follows:  

 1. The ISEA supports the Commission’s revision of the definition of “install” as set forth 

in Section 468.20 of the PSNO Rules. It is appropriate to define the term “install” as the 

completion of the distributed generation facilities to the point of interconnection with the utility. 

The ISEA disagrees with the position taken by the IBEW in its Brief on Exceptions (the “IBEW 



  

 

BOE”) that this language somehow limits the scope of the Commission’s regulation of 

distributed generation installation. (IBEW BOE, pgs. 1-2). Nothing in the PSNO Rules warrants 

an interpretation of this definition as meaning that the Commission is leaving “unregulated a vast 

amount of work,” or narrowing the scope of its regulation to some undefined “vanishing point.” 

(IBEW BOE, id.).  

 2. The ISEA supports the proposed definition of “qualified person” as set forth in the 

Commission Staff’s Brief on Exceptions (the “Staff BOE”), subject to the following changes. 

The first change is by way of clarification, namely the insertion of the word “installer” as shown 

in the text below. The second change is to delete the clause “under the direct supervision of a 

qualified person in items (3) and (4) of the definition. The reason for deleting this clause is that it 

duplicates an experience requirement that is already included in the available training methods 

for becoming a “qualified person”: NABCEP PV Installer Certification requires a minimum of 

three installations before sitting for the exam; ETA-I requires a hands-on demonstration along 

with passing an examination to become certified; and Rock Valley College, the school that offers 

this training program, requires an internship and capstone project.  Another pathway for ETA-I 

installer certification is to have 12 months of on the job training supervised by an ETA-I certified 

employer and passing their examination.  An Associate in Applied Science degree from 

Heartland College also includes an installation, although it is listed as an elective class in their 

catalog.  With the adoption of this legislation, Heartland can change the installation from an 

elective to a required course, thereby, fulfilling the requirements of the definition of “qualified 

person.” Accordingly, the modified definition of “qualified person” showing these revisions is as 

follows: 

"Qualified person" means a person who performs installations on behalf of the 

certificate holder and who has (1) satisfactorily completed at least five 

installations of a specified distributed generation technology; or (2) completed 
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and received a certification of satisfactory completion of an apprenticeship as a 

journeyman electrician from a DOL registered electrical apprenticeship and 

training program; or (3) satisfactorily completed at least one installation of a 

specified distributed generation technology under the direct supervision of a 

qualified person and has received installer certification in a specified distributed 

generation technology from the Electronics Technicians Association (ETA), 

North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners (NABCEP) or 

Underwriters Laboratories (UL); or (4) satisfactorily completed at least one 

installation of a specified distributed generation technology under the direct 

supervision of a qualified person and completed and received an Associate in 

Applied Science degree from an Illinois Community College Board approved 

community college program in the appropriate distributed generation technology.   

 

(Staff BOE, pg. 8, as modified).   

With this change the ISEA believes that the definition of “qualified person” overcomes the 

objections raised by IBEW (IBEW BOE at pg. 5) and satisfies the requirements of section 16-

128(a) of the PUA.  

 3. The ISEA disagrees with the revisions to Section 468.60(d) of the PSNO Rules as 

revised by Staff (Staff BOE, pg. 9) because the Staff’s revision would conflict with the definition 

of “qualified person” under PSNO Rule 468.20. The training programs permitted under the 

PSNO Rules definition of “qualified person” include DOL-registered programs, NABCEP 

programs, ETA programs and other means. Correspondingly, Section 468.60(d) of the PSNO 

Rules would allow an application for certification to state that installations will be performed by 

trainees in these programs who are not yet qualified persons only if they are overseen by a 

qualified person. However, as the Staff has modified Section 468.60(d), a trainee who is not yet a 

qualified person could only do a hands-on installation if he or she is in a DOL-registered training 

program; trainees in NABCEP, ETA and other programs arbitrarily would be frozen out under 

the Staff’s proposed language. Accordingly, the ISEA requests that the Commission reject 
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Staff’s proposed revision to Section 468.60(d) of the PSNO Rules.  

 4. The ISEA notes that IBEW has included in its BOE a new Exhibit 5 that purports to set 

out a ten-step program for installing a solar PV distributed generation facility. (IBEW BOE, 

Exhibit 5). In particular, IBEW emphasizes that its steps 7 through 10 can only be performed by 

someone who has completed a DOL-registered electrical apprenticeship program (IBEW BOE, 

pgs. 3-5). Among the activities described in IBEW’s steps 7 through 10 are laying out equipment 

and conduit runs, using personal protective equipment, verifying torque  specifications, 

inspecting electrical terminations and performing voltage tests. Yet nowhere does IBEW explain 

why a person who has completed a NABCEP, ETA, community college or other training 

approach would be incompetent to perform any of these tasks. In fact, all of the steps listed are 

well within the scope of any of the distributed generation training methods included in PSNO 

Rules.  

 5. ISEA notes that the IBEW BOE criticizes the various training methods set forth in the 

PSNO Rules’ definition of “qualified person,” and continually emphasizes that only its own 

DOL-registered training program can avoid “jeopardizing the safety and reliability of the state’s 

electrical grid.” (IBEW BOE pg. 9). IBEW’s apparent but unstated goal is to make sure that the 

only persons qualified to install distributed generation equipment are those qualified to work on 

“distribution facilities and equipment,” as those terms are defined in Section 16-128(a) of the 

PUA. However, this is precisely the equipment that distributed generation installers will not be 

working on because such work is restricted to the utilities and their employees and 

subcontractors. If IBEW’s argument were correct, not only would there be many reports of 

problems with heretofore unregulated distributed generation installations, there would be 

absolutely no room for self-installers under Section 16-128A. Neither of these situations is the 
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case. 

 WHEREFORE, the ISEA respectfully request that the Commission’s Proposed Order be 

modified as set forth above. 

 

   

 

Dated this 25th day of January, 2013 

By : /s/ Stephen R. Thorn 

  

Stephen R. Thorn (IL Bar No. 6287537)  

Thorn & Associates LLC 4255 N Whipple St, 

Ste 3  

Chicago, IL 60618  

773-609-5320  

(fax) 773-409-5320  

sthorn@thornenvironmentallaw.com  

Attorney for Illinois Solar Energy Assn. 
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NOTICE OF FILING 
Please take notice that on the 25th day of January, 2013, the undersigned, an attorney, caused the 

Verified Initial Comments on the Proposed Rule Governing Distributed Generation Installer Certification 

of the Illinois Solar Energy Association, to be filed via the ICC eDocket system with the Chief Clerk of 

the Illinois Commerce Commission in the above-referenced proceeding.  

 

 

        
Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Stephen R. Thorn  

__________________  

Stephen R. Thorn (IL Bar No. 6287537)  

Thorn & Associates LLC 4255 N Whipple St, 

Ste 3  

Chicago, IL 60618  

773-609-5320  

(fax) 773-409-5320  

sthorn@thornenvironmentallaw.com  

Attorney for Illinois Solar Energy Assn. 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Stephen R. Thorn, an attorney, certify that copies of the foregoing document were served upon the 

parties of record on the Illinois Commerce Commission’s service list as reflected on e-Docket, via 

electronic delivery on this 25th day of January, 2013.  

/s/ Stephen R. Thorn  

__________________  

Stephen R. Thorn 


